The objectives of this research were to carry out an analytical and sensory comparative studies on the flavor constituents of milk from three production systems: organic (O), pasture-feed based system (P), and conventional (C). Statistical analysis showed significant differences between C and P milk on hexanal, pentanal, octanal and nonanal content which were attributed to the degree of lipid oxidation between milks. An unidentified compound at retention time of 3 minutes was suggested as a discriminating compound for the three type of milks, and pentanal was pointed out as a possible discriminator compound for organic milk.

On the preference test, panelists clearly differentiated organic milk from conventional and milk from pasture-fed cows for their overall flavor, liking, and mouthfeel, whereas distinction between conventional and milk from pasture-fed cows was only achieved for overall appearance. Pentanal, as well as a common set of potent odorants that were only present in the organic milk chosen for the sensory study, were likely responsible for the ability of the panelists to distinguish the organic from the other two milks.